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Integrative research at the interphase between ecology, developmental, and evolutionary
biology increasingly highlights the importance of phenotypic plasticity, the property
of a single genotype to produce different phenotypes depending on environmental
conditions. Plasticity occurs in multiple forms at the morphological, physiological, and
behavioral levels. It can be reversible or irreversible, continuous or discrete, the latter also
known as “polyphenism”. While plasticity has long been discussed as a concept of both,
ecological and evolutionary significance, only recent experimental studies have begun
providing insights into the associated molecular mechanisms. One promising system for
genetic and molecular analyses of phenotypic plasticity is a feeding polyphenism in the
nematode model organism Pristionchus pacificus. In this species, genetically identical
nematodes can express two alternative mouth-forms, which are advantageous under
different environmental conditions. Although the expression of these mouth-forms can
be influenced by environment, even under fixed environmental conditions, genetically
identical individuals of P. pacificus form both morphs. Thus, in addition to conditional
regulation, mouth dimorphism in P. pacificus is regulated stochastically. Here, we discuss
the importance of the stochastic regulation of the switch between alternative phenotypes
and show that this characteristic provides a unique advantage for genetic, molecular,
and experimental analyses. We then relate this stochasticity in mouth-form regulation to
a similar phenomenon seen in bacteria, bistability, and finally discuss stochasticity as a
bet-hedging mechanism for living in unpredictable environments.
Keywords: developmental plasticity, Pristionchus pacificus, stochastic regulation, conditional regulation, mouth-
form polyhenism
INTRODUCTION
The notion of phenotypic plasticity (the ability of one genotype to produce different phenotypes)
has a long history in evolutionary thought (Nicoglou, 2015). In the last two decades especially,
there has been a growing interest in plasticity as an important factor in evolution contributing to
rapid adaptive change and having the potential to explain two mysteries in evolutionary theory:
the evolution of novelty and large-scale evolutionary transitions (Schlichting and Pigliucci, 1998;
Pigliucci, 2001; West-Eberhard, 2003). Does phenotypic plasticity direct evolutionary processes?
Or does it hold evolution back? This remains a matter of debate. It is clear, however, that
empirical studies are needed to test the mechanisms predicted by different evolutionary theories.
The greatest advances in this attempt to understand evolution can be achieved by focusing on
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systems that permit the integration of mechanistic (molecular)
studies with microevolutionary, macroevolutionary, and
ecological observations. Here, we discuss one promising model
system for looking at different aspects of plasticity and its
role in evolution. The feeding dimorphism in the nematode
Pristionchus pacificus not only provides ecological and historical
contexts for studying the role of plasticity in evolution but also
allows unprecedented insights into the molecular mechanisms
underlying the regulation of plasticity. We show that one unusual
characteristic of this dimorphism, its stochastic regulation, which
can be further influenced by environmental conditions, is a major
asset for genetic, molecular, and experimental studies. We place
the stochasticity in regulation of developmental switches into
a broader context of plasticity and discuss its widespread
occurrence in bacteria and importance as a bet-hedging strategy.
P. PACIFICUS AND ITS MOUTH-FORM
DIMORPHISM
The nematode P. pacificus shares many of its features with
C. elegans, and it is a useful model system in comparative
evolutionary biology (Sommer et al., 1996; Sommer, 2015). An
array of genetic tools available for P. pacificus as well as the
nematode’s small size, short generation time, self-fertilizing mode
of reproduction, and easy culturing on E. coli bacteria make this
organism ideal for functional investigations. Two traits found in
P. pacificus, the mouth dimorphism and predatory feeding, have
gained special attention in recent years (Hartenstein and Jacobs,
2013; Nijhout, 2015).
P. pacificus, other Pristionchus nematodes, and many
other species of the family Diplogastridae, to which
Pristionchus belongs, express two alternative mouth phenotypes:
“narrow-mouthed” stenostomatous (St) and “wide-mouthed”
eurystomatous (Eu) mouth-forms (Ragsdale, 2015). Both
forms differ in size, shape and the number of teeth, and in the
sclerotization of mouth structures (Figures 1A,B). Specifically,
Eu animals of P. pacificus have a broad mouth, a claw-like dorsal
tooth, and a large subventral tooth (Figure 1B). In contrast, St
animals have a narrow mouth, a small flint-like dorsal tooth, and
lack the subventral tooth (Figure 1A). In all species with mouth
dimorphism, mouth-forms are discrete with no intermediate
forms observed (Susoy et al., 2015).
This intraspecific phenotypic variation in mouth-forms
could in theory be based on either discrete phenotypic
plasticity or genetic polymorphisms. Self-fertilization of
P. pacificus hermaphrodites, which ultimately results in isogenic
clones, makes the contribution of genetic polymorphisms
unlikely. Furthermore, in additional selection-line experiments,
propagating single Eu or St animals for 10 generations did
not result in the fixation of a single phenotype. Even after
10 generations of such selection, both Eu and St animals
produced progeny of both mouth-forms with a ratio similar to
that observed in the starting population (Bento et al., 2010).
All this evidence indicates that mouth dimorphism in P.
pacificus is an example of discrete plasticity and not of genetic
polymorphism.
FIGURE 1 | Mouth dimorphism of Pristionchus pacificus (A,B) and
Micoletzky japonica (C,D). Stenostomatous animals (St) (A,C) have a
narrow buccal cavity and in the case of P. pacificus only a dorsal tooth,
whereas eurystomatous animals (Eu) (B,D) have a dorsal and subventral tooth.
Discrete mouth-form differences are false colored. Scale bar 10µm.
Facultatively expressed phenotypic alternatives are often
assumed to have adaptive advantages (Pigliucci, 2001). In
P. pacificus, experimental studies showed striking differences
between the two forms with respect to behavior and resource
use (Serobyan et al., 2013, 2014; Wilecki et al., 2015). While
Eu P. pacificus adults can predate on nematodes of other
species exploiting them as a food source, St individuals show
no predatory behavior. However, the St form is advantageous
when microbial food is abundant. Provided with plenty of
bacteria as food, St individuals complete their development
faster than Eu individuals, an observation that can best be
explained by St animals demanding fewer resources. Thus,
both Eu and St phenotypes confer an adaptive advantage,
but under different environmental conditions. When bacterial
food is abundant, expression of the St mouth-form allows
faster development, whereas when microbial food is exhausted,
expression of the Eu form enables alternative foods to be
exploited.
Based on these original studies, the last 5 years have brought
major insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying the
mouth-form decision in P. pacificus. In short, an endocrine
signaling module consisting of the nuclear-hormone-receptor
DAF-12 and steroid hormones related to dafachronic acid (Bento
et al., 2010), the Ser/Thr kinase egl-4 (Kroetz et al., 2012), and the
sulfatase eud-1 (Ragsdale et al., 2013) were shown to be involved
in the regulation of P. pacificus mouth-form expression. Also, it
was shown that the mouth-form decision happens during larval
development and it is irreversible (Bento et al., 2010). So, how do
individual nematode larvae decide which phenotype to express?
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CONDITIONAL MOUTH-FORM
REGULATION IN P. PACIFICUS
Induction of the two mouth phenotypes in P. pacificus is
influenced by environmental factors. Under standard laboratory
conditions (i.e., nematodes cultured using the E. coli strain
OP50; no overcrowding or food deprivation are allowed), wild
isolates of P. pacificus consist of 10–100% St individuals (Ragsdale
et al., 2013). For example, the wild type reference strain PS312
originally isolated in Pasadena (CA, USA) has 70–90% of Eu
and 10–30% of St individuals. Many other wild isolates show an
abundance of Eu animals as well when fed with OP50 bacteria. In
contrast, some wild isolates from La Réunion Island are largely
St under these growth conditions with less than 20% of animals
expressing the Eu form (Ragsdale et al., 2013).
Focusing on the reference strain PS312, it was shown that
under starved conditions the mouth-form ratio shifts further
toward Eu animals (Bento et al., 2010). In addition, population
density has an impact on mouth phenotype. Isolated individuals
produce progeny that is more likely to express the St phenotype,
whereas crowded conditions result in a high fraction of Eu
individuals (Serobyan et al., 2013). This effect is attributed to
pheromones, a blend of small molecules secreted by nematodes
into their environment (Bento et al., 2010). A 2D NMR-
spectroscopic screen of the P. pacificus exometabolome identified
several of these small molecules that influence the mouth-form
decision (Bose et al., 2012). Specifically, ascaroside derivatives
dasc#1, pasc#9, nucleoside derivative npar#1, and ascaroside
ascr#1 strongly induce expression of the Eu form. For a detailed
account on the current knowledge of the molecular aspects of
P. pacificusmouth-form regulation, we refer the interested reader
to recent reviews (Sommer and Ogawa, 2011; Ragsdale, 2015).
STOCHASTIC MOUTH-FORM
REGULATION
The experiments summarized above clearly indicate that the
expression of the alternative mouth-forms is at least partly
condition-dependent, with environmental factors, such as
starvation, population density, and diet playing important roles
in the regulation of the mouth-form switch. In addition, it might
well be that additional unknown factors and conditions direct
the development of this polyphenism even under standardized
laboratory conditions (Ragsdale et al., 2013). Nevertheless, even
in a common environment, strains of P. pacificus show high
levels of intragenotypic variability. When cultured on agar
plates with E. coli bacteria as food and all abiotic conditions
being constant, genetically identical individuals of P. pacificus
PS312 still express both Eu and St mouth-forms (Ragsdale
et al., 2013; Serobyan et al., 2013). While the exact ratio
differs in other isogenic strains of P. pacificus, they also form
both morphs when cultured under these standard laboratory
conditions. This observation suggests that stochasticity also
plays a role in the developmental regulation of the mouth-
form decision. Stochasticity and phenotypic heterogeneity in
invariable environments are of great interest in contemporary
biology with important case studies in developmental biology
and neurobiology (Olivia Casanueva et al., 2012; Ayroles et al.,
2015; Gordus et al., 2015).
In the following, we discuss four aspects associated with
stochastic regulation of plasticity in a broader, evolutionary
context. First, we show that in the nematode family
Diplogastridae, mouth-form expression is usually strongly
induced by the environment; considering the phylogenetic
context, phenotypic heterogeneity in stable environments, as
seen in P. pacificus, represents an evolutionary derived state.
Second, we show the experimental advantage of stochasticity
for genetic and mechanistic studies of developmental plasticity
in P. pacificus. Third, we relate stochasticity in expression of
discrete mouth phenotypes to related phenomena in bacteria.
And finally, we discuss the potential importance of the stochastic





The systematics and phylogeny of the family Diplogastridae
have recently been reviewed (Kanzaki and Giblin-Davis, 2015).
Currently, 37 genera are recognized, 28 of which have been used
for a detailed molecular phylogenetic analysis (Susoy et al., 2015).
Susoy and co-workers combined their molecular phylogenetic
study, which was based on 14 genes that had more than 6300
parsimony-informative sites with a detailed analysis of mouth
morphology (Figure 2). Of 54 species of Diplogastridae included
in this study, 23 were dimorphic and 31 were monomorphic. In
contrast to P. pacificus and many other members of the genus
Pristionchus, the majority of dimorphic diplogastrids species
occur exclusively in the St morph when fed on a bacterial diet
(Susoy et al., 2015). The expression of the Eu form can be induced
experimentally by starvation or a switch to a prey-diet. In most
experiments, more than 90% of the treated animals expressed
the Eu mouth-form. For example, the bark beetle associated
nematode Micoletzkya japonica formed 0% Eu animals when
fed on E. coli bacteria, and 92% Eu animals on a C. elegans
larval diet (Figures 1C,D; Table 1; Susoy et al., 2015). These
findings result in two major conclusions. First, the majority of
dimorphic diplogastrids show inducible plasticity similar to what
is known from many other animal and plant systems. Second,
the phenotypic heterogeneity under stable conditions observed
in P. pacificus and other species of Pristionchus is unique to
this genus and, based on the phylogeny of Diplogastridae, it can
be considered to represent a secondary evolutionary innovation.
Finally, it should be noted that the 31 species of monomorphic
Diplogastridae analyzed in the study mentioned above (Susoy
et al., 2015) were considered to be monomorphic as they could
not be induced to form an alternative mouth-form in any
tested condition. However, it may be possible that some of
these species can be induced to generate an alternative mouth-
form by yet unknown environmental conditions. Taken together,
the phylogenetic comparison of the environmental regulation
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FIGURE 2 | Molecular phylogeny of selected diplogastrid genera based
on 14 genes. Genera that have species with mouth dimorphism are
highlighted in red. For a full phylogeny and methodology see Susoy et al.
(2015).
of mouth dimorphisms in Diplogastridae indicates that the
phenotypic heterogeneity observed in Pristionchus represents a
derived state specific for this genus. We will next discuss the
unique experimental advantages of this stochasticity for looking
at mechanisms of mouth-form regulation.
STOCHASTICITY AND EXPERIMENTAL
MANIPULATION
Experimental analysis profits from laboratory settings in which
environmental conditions can be kept constant. This results
in inherent limitations for the functional investigation of the
majority of cases of phenotypic plasticity. If environmental
changes induce plasticity, laboratory conditions must also
mimic these environmental changes if the underlying molecular
mechanisms are to be investigated. However, one can overcome
these limitations using the stochastic regulation of the mouth
dimorphism in P. pacificus as a model system. Several
TABLE 1 | Conditional regulation of mouth-forms across Diplogastridae.





Allodiplogaster sp. 1 Prey 100 0
Allodiplogaster sudhausi Prey 97 1
Diplogasteriana n. sp. Starved 24 0
Fictor stercorarius Prey 96 0
Koerneria luziae Starved 5 0
Micoletzkya inedia Prey 95 0
Micoletzkya japonica Prey 92 0
Mononchoides sp. 1 Prey 98 10
Mononchoides sp. 3 Prey 100 6
Neodiplogaster sp. Prey 100 0
Parapristionchus giblindavisi Starved 34 6
TABLE 2 | The eud-1/sulfatase locus acts as a developmental switch.
P. pacificus strain % Eu
PS312 (+/+) 90
eud-1(tu450)/eud-1(tu450) 0
eud-1(tu450); Ex[eud-1CA ] 100
experiments in the past showed the power of this approach.
For example, to identify genetic players involved in mouth-
form regulation, wild type P. pacificus can be mutagenized,
and its progeny can be analyzed for mutations that alter the
wild type mouth-form ratio. Using this logic, Ragsdale and co-
workers have identified a switch gene that plays a key role
in mouth-form regulation. Mutations in the sulfatase-encoding
gene eud-1 resulted in the absence of Eu animals, shifting
the complete culture to the St mouth-form (Table 2; Ragsdale
et al., 2013). Similarly, transgenic experiments were performed
and transgenic lines carrying extrachromosomal copies of eud-
1 were shown to have the opposite effect resulting in 100%
Eu strains (Table 2; Ragsdale et al., 2013). This simple regime
is currently expanded by reverse genetic engineering applying
the recently adopted CRISPR/Cas9 technology in P. pacificus
(Witte et al., 2015). Thus, phenotypic heterogeneity allows the
identification of genetic regulators of plasticity using forward
and reverse genetics tools without the need to interfere with
complex environmental conditions in laboratory experiments.
Therefore, while stochasticity as observed in P. pacificus mouth-
form regulation is seemingly rare, it represents unique advantages
for experimentation. But is stochasticity so rare in nature?
Expanding the discussion to the microbial world tells us a
different story, which we briefly summarize below.
BISTABILITY IN BACTERIA
While the majority of examples of plasticity indicate conditional
regulation, some examples of stochastic regulation are known
from plants and animals, such as sex ratio of offspring in
Drosophila (Cline, 1993) and heterophylly in tropical plants
of the genus Cyanea (Givnish et al., 1994), but controversial
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discussion about such examples are still ongoing (West-
Eberhard, 2003, pp. 424–426). In contrast, stochasticity in the
expression of phenotypes has long been noticed in microbes,
and it has been the subject of study in both applied and basic
microbial research. Microbiologists studying the influence of
rapidly changing environmental conditions on bacteria have
described a plethora of adaptive responses, some of which involve
population heterogeneity. Dubnau and Losick (2006) suggested
the term “bistability” for phenotypic heterogeneity that results
in phenotypically distinct subpopulations of cells, and other
authors followed this terminology (Dubnau and Losick, 2006;
Smits et al., 2006; de Jong et al., 2011). The first example of
bistability was described by Bigger in 1944. He found that when
cultures of Staphylococcus aureus were treated with antibiotics,
most bacterial cells died, but there were always some cells that
survived (Bigger, 1944). These surviving (persister) cells were
not mutated; cultures established from the persister cells did not
show increased antibiotic resistance. Instead, these cultures had
the usual sensitivity to the antibiotic, each time forming a few
surviving persister cells. It was later shown that persister cells
result from stochastic changes in gene expression, which leads
to very slow or no growth of some cells, thereby eliminating
the effect of the antibiotic (Balaban et al., 2004). Other examples
of bistability are known from Bacillus subtilis, including spore
formation and cannibalism, swimming and chaining, and genetic
competence to take up foreign DNA (Dubnau and Losick, 2006).
Many of these phenomena have been studied in great detail and
supported by molecular and mechanistic insights.
ADAPTIVE STOCHASTIC REGULATION
What are the conditions that could favor the origin of stochastic
regulation of initially condition-dependent discrete plasticity?
For bistability in bacteria, one important consideration is that
most natural environments change over time with different
degrees of predictability. Even if an environmental change is
predictable by means of reliable cues, significant and sometimes
variable lag timesmight exist. Therefore, randomness as observed
in microbial bistability is considered to represent a bet-hedging
strategy, a risk spreading strategy that can be displayed by
isogenic populations in unpredictably changing environments
(Veening et al., 2008). Indeed, microorganisms are usually
subject to environmental changes that are not only frequent but
also unpredictable. It is important to note that not all cases
of phenotypic heterogeneity can be considered a bet-hedging
strategy; a recent commentary provides an overview on the need
for a proper definition of the term (de Jong et al., 2011).
In multicellular organisms with irreversible developmental
decisions, similar reasons can explain the evolution of the
stochastic regulation of plasticity. First, cues indicating
environmental change might not be reliable. Second,
environmental changes may occur over short timescales
relative to the lifespan of individuals. Specifically, if the
developmental lag time is larger than the time period over
which the environmental change occurs, frequent changes in
the environment can lower or even eliminate fitness benefits of
plasticity. Multiple authors have argued for stochastic regulation
as a mechanism that enables risk-spreading strategies under
such conditions (Kaplan and Cooper, 1984; Clauss and Venable,
2000; Menu et al., 2000). Pigliucci (2001) called this type of
plasticity “non-anticipatory” and highlighted the fact that such
non-anticipatory plasticity can increase fitness, dependent on the
exact circumstances.
We argue that the stochastic regulation of plasticity observed
in the expression of Pristionchus mouth phenotypes represents
an example of non-anticipatory plasticity. Indeed, habitats in
which Pristionchus is commonly found are characterized by
unpredictable changes. First, Pristionchus occurs in soil, and
the patchy distribution of microbes in soil and their influence
on nematode distribution has been discussed in great detail
(Ragsdale, 2015). Second, Pristionchus nematodes often have a
necromenic association with scarab beetles (Herrmann et al.,
2006, 2007). Dispersal (dauer) juveniles of Pristionchus can attach
themselves to beetle bodies, resuming their development only
after the beetle’s death, when bacteria and other microbes start
proliferating on the beetle’s carcass (Sommer and Mayer, 2015).
Indeed, preliminary experimental studies on the decay of beetle
carcasses in soil indicate that the decay period can be fast,
and it is highly variable between carcasses. Most importantly,
the nematode life cycle is probably too slow in relation to the
environmental fluctuations to allow effective anticipation of the
future environment.
In contrast to the facultative Pristionchus-beetle association,
some other diplogastrid-insect associations represent examples
of obligate symbioses. In such cases, nematodes often live
in microhabitats constructed by their insect hosts, and the
nematodes’ life cycle is tightly linked to that of the insects.
For example, species of the diplogastrid genus Micoletzkya
have stable and highly specific associations with bark beetles.
They are vertically transmitted within populations of their
hosts from parents to offspring, and they reproduce in the
breeding galleries of bark beetles, feeding on bark-beetle-
associated microbes and other nematodes (Susoy and Herrmann,
2014). Although such microecosystems also change over time,
the changes that occur in these systems are probably highly
predictable because they happen in cycles that coincide with
the nematode host life cycle. Furthermore, such microhabitats
are sheltered from fluctuations of abiotic factors, and are
usually inhabited by stable ecological communities consisting
of relatively few coevolving organisms. All this could allow
reliable anticipation of the environmental change, decreasing
the need to bet-hedge. Consistently with this line of thought,
mouth-form plasticity in species of Micoletzkya and some other
insect-associated diplogastrids was shown to be readily inducible
by environment, with no or little stochastic variation in the
mouth-form expression under test conditions (Susoy et al., 2015).
Whether or not there is a strong link between symbioses and the
conditional expression of phenotypic alternatives, such systems
can still provide a valuable ecological context for studies on
plasticity. A small number of ecological interactions, compared
to free-living nematodes, and a predictable environment, make it
possible to grasp most of the environmental complexity of such
systems.
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A different reason for bet-hedging being so common in
Pristionchus, but rare in other dimorphic genera of predatory
diplogastrids might be the inability of the St Pristionchus to be
predators. In most species of dimorphic diplogastrids, both Eu
and St animals show predatory behavior, although the efficiency
of predation can be different between different forms. When
Wilecki et al. (2015) looked at the predatory behavior across
fifteen different species of Pristionchus, they found that in
none of them St individuals were able to kill nematode prey.
This is probably because St Pristionchus, unlike many other St
diplogastrids, lack the subventral tooth or this tooth is very
small, which makes predation impossible (Figure 1). When the
microbial food becomes depleted, these animals are not able to
switch to alternative food sources, such as other nematodes. In
these circumstances, it might be beneficial to always maintain
a fraction of Eu animals in the population, such that if the
conditions suddenly change from favorable to unfavorable for
the St form, there are animals that are able to switch to a
different diet, decreasing the chance of population collapse and
lineage extinction. It should be noted that such a group selection
argument, might well apply to hermaphroditic species such as
P. pacificus. Future research will reveal if similar patterns are
seen in gonochoristic Pristionchus species and current sampling
efforts aim at identifying sufficient wild isolates to address such
questions.
Finally, it is important to note that stochastic and conditional
modes of regulation of the trait expression do not have to be
mutually exclusive. The availability of cues that can reliably
predict the future environment can favor the evolution of
developmental switches, which match the phenotype expression
to the anticipated environment. In dimorphisms, the outcomes of
developmental processes are binary. It is possible then that near
the neutrality point, when the environment does not strongly
favor either of the phenotypic alternatives, external and internal
noise (which result from stochastic variation in gene expression,
environmental fluctuation, etc.) will play roles in determining
which of the alternative phenotypes is expressed. If the reliable
anticipation of environmental change by means of integration of
external cues becomes impossible, and if the cost of expressing a
phenotype that does not match the environment is high, as in the
case of St Pristionchus, stochastic determination of the phenotype
might be favorable because it can serve as a mechanism of
bet-hedging. In contrast, when the future environment can be
anticipated reliably, conditional control might be preferable.
The degree of developmental sensitivity to both external and
internal environments is likely to be under the control of complex
polygenic regulatory networks, and thus it can be a subject of
selection. The evolution of a stochastic conditional mode of
regulation of the switch between phenotypic alternatives thus
can enable the randomization of phenotypes when the future
environment cannot be predicted while still maintaining the
ability to respond to strong environmental signals in an adaptive
manner, offering an adaptive solution to living in a fluctuating
environment. Current studies are directed at pinpointing the
molecular mechanisms of integration of external and internal
inputs relevant in the stochastic conditional regulation of binary
developmental switches. Also, ongoing studies try to identify how
mouth-form ratios are kept stable over generations.
In conclusion, we argue that the mouth-form polyphenism in
diplogastrid nematodes is adaptive and evolutionarily stable. In
P. pacificus, the St and Eu forms have adaptive values (Serobyan
et al., 2013, 2014; Wilecki et al., 2015), and comparative
phylogenetic studies on Pristionchus and other diplogastrids
show that plasticity can lead to large-scale evolutionary
diversifications. A recently identified group of fig and fig-
wasp associated species of Pristionchus has expanded mouth-
form polyphenism from two to five distinct morphs. This
multiplication of the ancestral dimorphism was associated with
exaggerated divergence between morphs; some of them showing
unusual structures that have no analogs in Pristionchus and
other known nematodes (Susoy et al., 2016). Remarkably, this
macroevolutionary-scale diversification occurred without genetic
divergence, and instead has been based on discrete plasticity. In
a separate study, a comprehensive analysis of mouth-forms in
90 nematode species of Diplogastridae and Rhabditidae showed
that the mouth-form polyphenism in this group of nematodes
evolved only once, but was lost multiple times (Susoy et al.,
2015). Looking at evolutionary dynamics associated with the
gain and loss of plasticity revealed that phenotypic complexity
increased sharply following the origin of plasticity, and then
decreased in lineages where plasticity was secondarily lost. The
rates of mouth form evolution, however, became even higher
after the loss of dimorphism. These studies show the advantage
of microscopic nematodes for both genetic and evolutionary
analyses.
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